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Total Property Protection
Secure Lock and Alarm designs, 

installs, and services commercial 

access control systems, video 

surveillance systems, and burglar 

alarms. Their skil l set is unique in 

that they have two certif ied 

locksmiths on staff  so they are 

able to address lock and door 

issues  which are an important part 

of install ing a security system.

Being a ?One Stop Security Shop? 

allows customers to have a 

consistent security plan with a 

clear vision and one point of 

contact. Keith Bedrossian  founded 

Secure Lock and Alarm in 1996  in 

Boston's North Shore. They serve 

all communities throughout 

Massachusetts and Southern New 

Hampshire.
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Brivo® Mobile Pass 

We design door access control 

systems  combined with cloud 

based video surveillance  in order 

to  view, protect, and manage  your 

off ice security anywhere, anytime 

and on any device. 

Use your mobile device to unlock doors

Assign credentials anywhere, anytime

Great resource to assign visitor passes 

Easy to install and activate

 No IT specialist or software is needed



Card Access Video Surveillance Burglar Alarms
A Brivo® cloud-based access security system 
allows business owners, facility directors, and 
property managers to have all their security 
managed within one system so they can  make 
changes  anytime, anywhere, and on any device

Our cloud-based Video Management 
Systems by Brivo® allow users to link to 
their door access system in a single portal to 
view on a desktop or remote device.

Round out your premise security  with a 
monitored burglar alarm. Be able to 
know when employees arrive and leave 
throughout the day.

Control employee,tenant, and guest access

No software or IT specialists needed

Easily upgrade a current access system

Unlimited sites, users, and devices

Advanced bandwidth management flexibility 

View live and recorded video remotely

Supports both analog and IP cameras

Resilient to network and Internet outages

 Be notified instantly when there is a breech

Sensors for valuable equipment

 Protect your office from water damage

Guard against frozen pipes and  

 equipment malfunctions

A cloud based security system by Brivo® and Secure Lock and Alarm  allows direct navigation of all systems on one 

smart device and in an extremely secure environment.  Brivo® servers are in redundant T-4 data centers, so your 

information is protected in the event of a network or internet malfunction. If all three components are synchronized 

when the alarm is triggered,  you can pick up your smart phone to see the video of the event, and then use the same 

device to  open the door to "buzz" someone in.  Cloud Security is the best way to insure that you have the most up to date 

system with a one time capital expense so the total cost of ownership is much less than a network based system.

Why Cloud Security :


